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           Every once and awhile, I am very surprised by a piece of theater. 
Sometimes it’s a good surprise, sometimes it’s a bad surprise. Woman in Mind 
was a good surprise. A play that could have easily been long, boring and 
lacking in plot flowed easily and kept my attention. Not only was it hilarious, but 
it was also challenging and forced me to think deeper and listen closer. This 
show was the best show Town Hall has put on this season so far. 
           First, this show was powered by amazing and talented actors. Suzie 
Shepard as the confused, lovable main character was incredible. She brought 
life to this character that is not their in the script. Not only did you feel for her, but 
you related to her. She dealt with things that we all feel and Shepard brought 
this out in the character. You could feel Susan’s pain of being left out and 
underappreciated. You could relate to her wanting to fit into something bigger. 
Shepard played a complicated and challenging role to perfection, keeping this 
play moving and keeping me emotionally invested in the show. Another strong 
performance came from Erin Gould, who played the bumbling and well-
meaning doctor. From physical comedy to pure wit, Gould was absolutely 
hilarious and I found myself waiting for his scenes because they were so good. 
This role could have easily been too much or overacted but he played the part 
with the perfect mix of emotion and comedy. These two stars, along with an 
amazing group of supporting actors, carried this play from start to finish. 
           There was a lot that could have gone wrong with this show. It’s set in 
England, with references to British politics and celebrities. It’s tough to follow, 
with shifting characters and a fair amount of gibberish tossed in. There is a lack 
of solid storyline and the drama could have been lost in the daydreams of 
Susan. This could have been a flop, but it was felt surprisingly fresh. This play felt 
new and modern. I wasn’t lost in the british accents or societal references. It 
actually played like this show was written recently and was playing off today’s 
society, not a society of the past. Woman in Mind was brought alive by Town 
Hall. They dusted off this play and breathed a new life into a show that was 
written in 1985. 
           Life can be stressful, upsetting and hard. People feel, on a daily basis, 
what Susan experiences in this show. She wants to escape her boring, everyday 
life. She wants to feel loved and needed. Susan, like all humans, wants to fit in. 
This show is all about feeling not needed pr not heard. Susan feels left out by her 
husband and ignored by her son. She is forced to live with her sister-in-law and 
has done practically nothing with her life. Susan dreams of a family where she is 
the star, where she is loved and cherished and looked after. Susan is uniquely 
human and this show brings out the human in all who see it.


